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State puts squeeze on budget spending
By MALJNDA COOPER
TJ news reporter
Wlnthrop budgets have been
frozen due to the South Carolina
Budget and Con tori Board
issuing a freeze cm all hiring and
guzchasing of supplies and
equipment with state funds.
"It is grossly unfair to the
academic community to have
their resources frozen. All departments are financed through
state money," Vail said. 'Therefore, employment and purchasing are being restrained. In Order
to purchase supplies and equipment we wH have to wait until
July 1 when the freeze is lifted.
If a piece of machinery or
equipment breaks that is vital to
keep the institution operating,
then we wiu purchase these."
The freeze was issued by the
State Budget and Control Board
because South Carolina was
short of revenue to meet its
budget "Any funds that are
not spent will lapse to the deficit," Vafi said.
There will be a couple of
problems caused by the freeze.
"I don! see any serious
problems caused by the freeze,
but these Me a couple of vacancies that need filling and we will
have to argue with the state to
see if we can hire. If not, this
will constitute some problems.
And getting summer school underway may be another problem because professors are
having difficulty getting instruc' Vail said.
There will be no cutbacks
tar maintaining utilities in the
huiidings. "There will be no cutbacks (Hi air conditioning to save
mcmey, but the state may let
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us use some of the funds saved
under the freeze towards energy
costs," Vail said.
Some of the budgets that
have been frozen are the "A"
budget, "B" budget, and "D"
budget. The "A" budget is part
of the education fund. The
freeze on this budget means
professors cannot be hired until
after July 1. "B" budgets are
completely segregated from state
funds. This budget is the money
students pay on the dorm
rooms. It has been frozen, not
on a state level, but on a college
level. "This money win not be
surrendered to the state at the
end of the year," Vail said.
Student fees comprise the
"B" budget. The SGA and intramural program are financed out
of this. Vafl said that activities
in these areas will go on as usual,
but purchasing of equipment
will have to wait until next

year.
All organizations wil! have to
get permission from President
Vail to purchase anything. Requests from wanting funds for a
party to needing money to replace broken equipment will
have to be approved by Vail
during the budget freeze.
Other state supported schools
have frozen their budgets. Clemson University has only frozen
the "A" budget that the state
mandated colleges freeze.
"We are going exactly by
what the Budget and Control
Board has told us to do. We are
not going through the college
president to have any expenditures approved. If the school
has made a commitment to hire
an employee then we must get in
touch with Personnel EM vision in
Columbia to have this approved.
If supplies or equipment is necessary for the university then

the Comptroller General must pertaining to housing or student
approve purchases of equipment activity fees.
and the General Service Office
must approve purchases of supplies," Melvin Bamett, budget
director at CJemson University, said.
President Vail will be .reviewing Winthropfc purchasing
process during this time.
don't know what changes will be MS®- "
made in the purchasing procedure, but paperwork will be kept
to a minimum and buying will
be made as simple as possible,"
Vail said.
Vail also said that this may
restrain activities for opening
school up in the fall. Vail said
he will have to decide a schedule
of activities to get fall semester
under way in a timely fashion.
Lander College is also handling their "A" funds in the same
manner as Winthrop, but they
have not frozen any budgets
President Vail

Macfeat and K i n d e r g a r t e n saved
the college can justify the
schools as a priority.
Because of rising prices, the
The Board of Trustees voted Board increased student meal
Thursday to keep Macfeat Nur- plans by 3.8 percent. The 21sery and Withers Kindergarten meal {dan will increase from
open and to raise meal plan prices. $316 to $32c, tiie 15-meal plan
from $288 to $301 and the 10The Board decided to leave meal plan from $257 to $269.
Some recommendations for
Macfeat- and the kindergarten
open with a recommendation Macfeat passed by the board
that the schools become more were:
-•increase full-day tuition
self-sustaining. Board Chairman
Howard L. Burns said the train- from $30-$45 per week.
-increase half-day tuition
ing schools are not expected to
bear all costs but should show from $10 per week to slightly
that the cfifferential between less than $20 per week.
what the college pays and the
-establish as the minimum
training schools pay is such that enrollment target the equivalent
By LYNN REICHERT
TJ editor

of 34 full-day students.
-eliminate the lunch program currently served by tiie
college.

These would be the first
tuition increases since 1978,
the committee report said.

In addition, the committee
report stated, "As with all
College programs, however, die
Committee recognizes the need
to examine constantly need,
service and cost. Accordingly,
should the Nursery and Kindergarten in the coming year
fail to meet enrollment targets
The Board passed for the or otherwise continue to burden
kindergarten to raise tuition from the operation' of other vita'
$10 per week to slightly less programs, the committee may
than $20 per week and estab- be forced to reconsider the
lish a minimum enrollment of 24 recommendations
proposed
half day students.
here."

The Committee on College
Relations, which studied Macfeat
for the past three years, said
the requested fee increases are
reasonable compared to Charlotte ana Rock Hill area day care
centers studied.

Security's handling of shoodng questioned
Students involved in the
March 2 peBet gun shooting of
Public Safety Officer Ted Wilkinson, Jr. have questioned
Security's handling of the case.
Kent McCarter, who pleaded
guilty and was placed on the pretrial prevention program for
first-time offenders, said the
only reason ho turned himself
in was because Security assured
him the matter would be kept
in school.
"They (Security) said they
were going to get the lightest
sentence possible for us since
we turned ourselves in and had
good grades and since we had
never done anything of this
nature before. Security also told
us that the problem would be
. kept, in . the school and not
' taken to court," McCarter said.

McCarter said Security told
his parents the boys were put in
Jail because they were acting disrespectful.
Dr. Don McCarter, Kent's
father from Greenville, said,
"I had called Security and Lt.Kirkpatrick said they had been
put in jail to cool off because
they had acted smart-aleck and
disrespectful."
Kent McCarter said Security
did not read him his rigits when
ne was arrested.
TJ asked Mark Smith, Richardson seventh floor RA who
was present at the arrest, if he
heard McCarterfe rights read to
him. Smith answered, "No."
Another student involved in
the incident agreed to everything
Kent McCarter said.
Elen ,5tegdl, a sophomore

from Fort NEB, said she saw a
Security officer leaning into the
passenger side of KcCarter's jeep
a few days after the pellet shooting. The Security officer's car
was parked behind the jeep,
which was parked in the gravel
parking lot in front of Wofford,
she said. StegaU Stud she stopped
to ask the officer what he was
doing. She asked the officer if
he had a search warrant. Sie
said he told her that he did not.
"Isn't that fflegal," Stegall
said she then asked Mm. "He
' said, 1 imagine that would
be,' " she said. "What would
you do if I should say something?" Stegall then asked. "He
said, 1 don't think you
should.' * she said. Stegall
feels she could identify the
officer,

TJ talked to Lt. Kirkpatrick
and Officer McSwain recently.
"Ill be glad to talk after the
trial but before the trial I have
no comment," McSwain said.
The trial date for Ron Rossi
and Todd Avant has not been
set. The students are being
brought up on charges of assault
and battery on a police offiKirkpatrick said she did not
teB the students the matter
would be kept out of court.
TJ asked Kirkpatrick if she
told Dr. Don McCarter the
boys had acted disrespectful.
She replied, "No ma'am. I only
talked to him once, and I have
the conversation typed." She
would not comment on how the
conversation was rejnembered.
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Newsbriefs
List of degree applicants posted
A list of students who have applied for degrees for the
May 8, 1982, graduation will be posted Monday in Kinard
and. Withers Buildings, in Dacus library, and in Din kins
StudenLCenter. Each student is requested to check the
F'fw-bte or her name. Errors should be reported immeately to Kefley Gamble, 101 Tillman Bidldfag.

f

' Rep. Hayes to address students
Rep. John Hayes (District 50, York County) will be
speaking Monday at 8 pjn. in 206-A Tillman.
His speech, "Practical Legislative Politics," is sponsored
by Pi Sigma Alpha, national honor society for political
science.
The meeting is open to all interested students and faculty-

Film to be shown
The film, "Ground Zero at Banger," will be shown at
the Wesley Foundation Tuesday at 6 pjn.
The film introduces the arms race and the nuclear warfare issue. People with opposing views are interviewed.
Discussion will follow the film.

lntervarsity worker to speak
Rick Hendenon, new Inter-Vanity staff worker, will
speak in 230 Din kins Tuesday at 7:30 pjn. Henderson will
speak on "Vocations for summer and life."

Opera workshop scheduled
The Winthrop Opera Workshop is Tuesday in the recital
hall of Byrnes Auditorium .starting at 8 pjn.
The director is Sharon Thompson.

Percussion ensemble to perform
The Winthrop Percussion Ensemble will perform at noon
on Wednesday, in the recital hall. Admission is free.

Clean-up day scheduled
RHA and DSU are sponsoring a clean-up day Thursday
from 3-6 p j n . Sign-up wQl be held the same day in Dinkins. They ask everyone to participate and make Winthrop
campus more attractive.

BSU to have speaket
Mae Minick from Black Mountain, N.C. will speak
at the Baptist Student Center Thursday at 6:30.
Minick will give her personal testimony and her philosophy of greeting each day with gratitude.

New members iniated in Psi-Chi
On Thursday, twelve selected psychology majors will
be initiated into the Winthrop Chapter of PSI-CHI--the
National Honor Society in Psychology. The ceremony
will honor the graduating senior members, faculty advisor,
Dr. Joe Prus, and the twelve new members, Including Iinda
Jean Bridges, Wanda N. Brown, Jane Chittenden, Beverly
Carol Hammonds, Marianne McClure, Johnna Suzette
Carter, Shebby Ananie Neely, James Men Russell, Carolyn
Anits Shuler, Nannette Timmermau, Richard Lee Warner,
Watinee Watanasupt, and Patricia B, McFadden. Several
psychology faculty members were also present as new officers were elected and ten national by-laws were discussed.

Winthrop chorale to perform
The Winthrop Chorale will be performing Thursday at
8 pjn.in the Recital Hall of Byrnes Auditorium.
The conductor is Robert Edgerton.

Singer to perform at ATS
Singer Mike Williams will be performing at ATS on
Thursday at 9 p j n .
There will be no admission.

Greek Day to be held
The annual Greek Day, sponsored by Greek Council
will be held on Thursday from 3-6 pjn. at the Shack.
Along with some of the regular events, two new events
have been added. TuS new events are a Jelly relay and an
obstacle course.

60 students help alumni
served for each class* reunion
party. The special added attraction was complimentary tickets
to an honored performance by
Chris Reynold* "212 Tuxedos."
The alumni were • given complimentary tickets.

eral compliments about our students. Everyone kept telling me
how wonderful it was to come in
Orcr 600 alumni participated contact with students on this
in Winthrop's annual Alumni campus and what fine young
men and women we have on
Weekend April 16-17.
The weekend was very Winthrop* campus." >
There were no major changes
successful, Martie Curran, director of the Alumni Association, made in the meeting;.
"We just informed them what
said. Curran said the weekend
would not have been as success- we've done and where we were
ful without the help of the headed. It was similar to a
stockholders meeting," Curran
Winthrop students.
"They were great. They did said.
The alumni presented Bill
everything. The students helped
with registration, with lunch, Culp and the Physical Plant
with
the Alumni Association*
with the tours. Just everything
we needed they did it," she Presidential Award.
"He was very surprised, but it
said.
The students were volunteers was presented because of their
outstanding
work," Curran said.
and many worked both days.
These weekends are planned
"We had about 60 students
helping. We couldn't have put every year. "These meetings are
this weekend on without the used to carry out big business,
students on this campus," make decisions, have elections,
but the biggest parts are the reCurran said.
The alumni seemed to enjoy union of the classes."
this weekend and were very
The weekend is set up with a
pretty busy time tabie.
impressed with our students.
"Friday night is mostly reCurran said, 'T received sevBy TERRI DIETRICH
TJnews ecBtor

$1.00

Edmund Lewandowski
receives Sullivan Award

At the final Winthrop College
faculty meeting for the 1981-82
year, the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award was presented to an
outstanding professor at Winthrop College for (fistinctive,
altruistic service to the college.
At the presentation held April
14, three other faculty members received awards for distinguished service.
Dr. Edmund Lewandowski,
who has chaired the Art Department at Winthrop since
1973, was presented the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award for
outstanding contributions to
Winthrop College. Unde*r his
direction^ Winthrop has achieved
a fine professional program in
art and an enviable reputation
for the quality of its Rutiedge
Gallery exhibitions.
Dr.
Arnold
Shan km an,
associate professor of history,
and Dr. Christopher Reynolds,
associate professor of drama,
received Presidential (Stations
from Dr. Charles B. Vail, president of Winthrop College.
Shan km an, a faculty member
at Winthrop since 1975, was
recognized for his notable service in builtfing library and archival collections. Reynolds was
awarded a citation in recognition of his creativity in writing

Field house
was damaged
Wmthrop's new field house
was damaged by higi winds
which were part of a storm
that hit Rock Hill Saturday,
April 3.
The building, which is not
yet completed, lost 125 feet
of roof to the wind according
to Emie Nash, Project Manager.
Damage was estimated by
the state adjuster on April 6 to
be approximately $20,000.
No cme was injured although
there were work crews In the
structure at the time.

and directing the musicalcomedy "212 Tuxedos." He has
been a faculty member at Winthrop since 1957.
Dr. Kent Foster, assistant
professor of business administration-computer science, was
presented
the
Outstanding
Junior Professor Award, which
recognizes excellence in assistant
professors. Selection incBcates a
reputation for inspired teaching,
research or creative excellence
and dedication to the welfare of
students..Foster has been on the
faculty since 1979.

$1.00 oft any 12" small
pizza ordered between
4:30pm and 7:00pm.
One coupon per pizza
Expires April 30,1982
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©1982 Domino's Pizza. Inc.
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Teasdell will head new position

Newsbriefs

By MARYANNE GROBUSKY
TJ news reporter

DSU presents movie

Jacob Teasdell will serve as
^JVlnthrop's first appointee to die
newly created position of Minority Affairs Coordinator beginning next fell.
TeasdeO, graduating in May
with a degree in business administration, will interact directly
with President Vail and administration on minority student
concerns.
Teasdell's other responsibilities will include periodic Interaction with the Minority Concerns Council which is currently
undergoing chartering. The
council will act as a sounding
board for minority students concerned about various problems
or grievances they are affected
with.
"This is a definite move to
improve
relations
between
minority students and the
administration,"said Teasdell.
Teasdell was selected to the
position based on his involvement in campus activities and
his ability to work with minority students. He is presently
serving as president of the campus chapter of tire National
Association for the Advancement
of Colored People
(NAACP).
He has also served as the
1980-81 president
of the
Association of Ebonites (AOE),
1981 president of Omega ft!
Phi and was formerly active in
SGA on the President's liaison
Committee.
The position is set up as an
administrative Internship which
Teasdell said is on the same
level as a graduate assbtantship.
Teasdell said the new Minority
Affairs Office will be located
in upstairs Din kins. While working at his new job, Teasdell will
begin studying for his MBA.
TeasdeO is genuinely exdted
about working with the Minority Concern; Council. The council's members induik presidents
and vice-presidents of campus
minority organizations along

DSU win be showing "The Great Santini" Thursday
and Friday in Tillman Auditorium at 9 pjtn.
The cost is $1 with a WCID, $1.50 per guest.

Graduate study available abroad
Institute of International Education announced the
official opening for graduate study or research abroad
in academic fields and professional training, scheduled
for Saturday. You must be a UJS. citizen at the time of
applying. For more information contact William Daniel,
192 Johnson, from 8:30-5 pjn.

Graduation practice to be held
Practice for this spring* graduation ceremony will be
held at 4 pan. on Friday, May 7 at Bums.
For further information contact the Registrar's Office
at 2194.

Summer school housing sign-ups
Sign-up for summer school housing can be done in the
Housing Office. For more information, contact Dean
Cassens at 2223.

Committeemen needed
Positions for Vice Chairman and Committeemen are
open for next year's Tournament and Games Committee
at DSU.
During the 1982-83 year the committee will put on
many events. Committee members will be needed.
Anyone interested in becoming a member or vice chairman contact Drew Martin, chairman, 327-5598.

Pbilosopy offers new course
Dr. William Daniel, Jr., chairman of religion, anthropology, and philosophy, said a new course is in the planning
stage for the curriculum at Winthron.
The course, which falls under the philosophy department, will be called Professional Ethics. The course will
cover guidelines and proposed behaviors that should or
should not be practiced In certain business fields. Examinations will be made of various codes of conduct and basic
fundamental ethics.
The course will focus mainly on professions ethics in
the legal and medical fields.

Fraternity elects officers
The Lambda Gamma Chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity eiected new officers for the 1982-83 year.
The officers for. the 1982-83 year are Michael Wilmore,
polemarch; Robert Wilson, vice polemarch; Shaw Boyd,
keeper of records; FInley O'Neal, keeper of exchequer;
CharieS Thompson, dean of pledges; Reggie Brunson,
strategusjand Fredrick Knight, lieutenant strategus.

Sorority
held formal

Zeta intiates new officers

New cheerleaders chosen
The new 1982-83 cheerleading squad members were
chosen April 16 in Peabody Activity Room. The permanent
cheerleaders chosen were Scottie Garraux, Lisa Catoe,
David McKeown, Jim Hill and George White. The alternates
are Beth Bowler, Twanda Johnson and Robin Long.

Kafpa Alpha Psi holds beer raffle
Win a em of beer of your choice far only 50 cents a
Octet. The ScroOert Club or the Pfedga CLtai of Kappa
Alpha W & sponsoring the Bear Raffle in Thoraaoa Cafeteria when tickate a n sttflaftfe.
The drawing will be fcld on April 29.
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very excited and ready to get
started on the project, I want
minority students to know I
am accessible to them if they
want to tfiscuss an issue that
concerns them.

According to Teasdell, the
council was created in response
to the mutual feeling among
minority students that they did
not have a place they could go
to with their problems.
"The administration saw a
need for this position plus this
was also being done on college
campuses elsewhere. "The administration is very positive
about working with the council
and the students."
There are an estimated 800
minority students attending Winthrop. The council will establish
committees and research teams
to find Information about any
grievances minority students
may have, Teasdell said.
Teasdell sees great advantages
of his new job. lT feel it* a
great opportunity for students
and administration to benefit by
building better relations and
strengthen communication lines.
I am very student-oriented and I
want th& best for both the students and the college."
TeasdeO concludes, "I am

Jacob TeasdeO

Douglas Studio
Tatter Photographer
1953-1979
Color, Gold Tone
Black & White
Placement Photos
10% discount - WC ID
Phone 327-2123
314 Oakland Ave.

Record Cellar
10 - 9 M-Tlars.

10 - 10 Fri. ft Sat.

IN THE ROCK HILL MAU

*1.00 OFF TO
ALL WINTHROP
STUDENTS
WITH
Sigma Phi Epsilon
A VALID WCID
initiates brothers
ON ANY ALBUM
OR TAPE OF
$769 OR MORE
Tri Sigma held their Spring
Formal, White Pearl. April 17
at the Rock HOI Country Club.
The evening began at 7 pjn.
with dinner fallowed by an
awards presentation. The remainder of the evening was
spent dancing and listening to
the band, The Late Show.

The spring pledge class of Zeta Tau Alpha was initiated
April 17 at the Oakland Presbyterian Church. The new sisters
are Amanda Bennett, Stewart Crockett, Rebecca Watson,
Christie Sessions, Wendy Peterson, and Sherri King.
New officers were installed which are Cathy Romine,
president; Paula Moore, first vice-president; Kim Bomar,
second vice-pretident; Bobbilu Padgett, secretary; and
Patty Workman, treasurer.
April 3 the Zeta's held their Crown Ball at the Sheraton
in Charlotte, N.C.

with two randomly selected
members of the student body.
Those organizations are: Omega PSI Phi, Alpha Kappa Alpha,
Association of Ebonites, Kappa
Alpha Psi, NAACP student chapter, Alpha Phi Alpha, the International Club, Zeta Phi Beta,
and Delta Sigma Theta. The
council's advisors are Mollie
Bethea and Larry Williams.

Brian Bowen, John Casey,
Nordy Davis, Clay Hule, Mac
Maclntyre, John Kean, Hal
Man tens, and Sam Schirmer
are the new brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity.
Their initiation banquet
was held April 3, at the Holiday Inn starting at 6:30 pjn.
Outstanding pledges were
Mac Maclntyre and Mike
Shaw.
.fticB -3rd is

eiflTnrlals
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Results good to see Apathy is chic for students
When people say they are going to do something, it's
great to look around and see that result* four weeks later
show the work is being done.
Before spring break. President Charles Vail said security
offlceis would tigiten enforcement of the speed limit and
pedestrian crosswalks after spring break. Last week Lt.
Pat Kirkpatrick said 50 warnings had been gven out since
March 22. The number of warning! has doubled since
spring break, she said.
The tightened enforcement is for the students benefit.
Of course, no one wants to get a citation and have to pay a
fine or lose points off his license. But looking at the other
side of the issue, no one wants to be that flat person to be
hit by a moving vehicle or to be involved in a car collision
on campus. Kirkpatrick said that so far no pedestrians have
been hit by a moving vehicle on campus. Winthrop has not
had any car collisions on campus due to speeding, either.
The procedure Security uses in issuing warning; and
(stations is similar to the one used by the state. Students
stopped for a first offense of speeding will be issued a
written warning. Students stopped a second time with a
warning cm their record will be given a state citation, which
is just like a speeding ticket.
Kirkpatrick said all the 50 warnings have been for drivers
exceeding the 20 mph speed limit on campus. Drivers have
been given oral warnings for not stopping for pedestrians.
A record is kept for drivers stopped for written and oral
warnings, she said.
Vail said one of the reasons for the decision was that
drivers (fid not seem to be as cautious as usual. Winthrop is
a community, just like Rock.Hill is a community. If
drivers on campus are not being careful, then Winthrop
streets should be treated the same as the city streets. Accidents can happen on the Winthrop campus just like accidents do happen in Rock HB. So far the college has been
lucky. But why push our luck?
Enrollment has been increasing over the past years and
more students are keeping cars on cam pur. There was an
increase of approximately 200 vehicles last fall as compared
to the number of vehicles the year before, Kirkpatrick
said. "We have a lot more commuting students than we had
last vear."
The administration and security are trying to look into
the future. They are trying to prevent something before it
happens.
"Our main goal is to see that there are not any accidents," Vail said last month.
Lett keep the slate clean. Accidents are one thing the
college does not need. Students can help by watching the
20 mph speed limit and watching for pedestrians crossing
the street.
Lynn Reichert

i
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By DAVID J. SILLA
TJ contributing editor
At the time of this writing,
the week of April 18-25, great
numbers of Americans participated in « nationwide protest
against the nuclear arms race
called Ground Zero Week. Due
to participate were 150 major
cities, 500 smaller communities,
and 335 colleges. Its goal is
nuclear disarmament and nonproliferation. The movement
will continue to grow and gain
political punch as it promises
to be the issue of the decade
ahead.
Winthrop isnt included in

that group of colleges lhat will
witness resr.tanc* to ihe continuation of the arms race. Rather, students appear apathetic
to tiie issue. There's the chance
that students may simply have
grown accustomed to the nuclear threat and are no longer
horrified. Or perhaps they fed
secure in knowing that politicians are in control of all these
bombs.
What really appears to lie at
the root of the Winthrop students' apathy is social considerations. When protesting the
arms race fulfills its potential

and becomes the issue of the
decade, many will join the
ranks because it will be stylish,
the tiling Lo do.
The student body looks to
be unconcerned on many issues.
If they've got opinions, they
dont voice them and certainly
don't take action. Unfortunately, it doesnt appear that Winthrop students will have anything to say until it become?,
chic to do so. For many people,
that attitude is unthinkable and
in the words of my father,
"fit for sheep." For Winthrop,
it seems just right. It would be
nice to see a change next year.

Letters to the editor
TATLER THANKED
Dear editor:
I would like to take this
opportunitv to thank the staff
of the 1981-82 TATLER for
their support and hard work. I
feel that this staff has produced a college yearbook that
has merit and reports the spirit
of this academic year.
Mr. Larry Pierce has been
chosen by the Board of Student
Publications to become the advisor of the TATLER, I am
very pleased to pass on to him a
staff and a publication that is
on its way up. I am quite assured
that next year's book will be
even better. Mr. Pierce seems to
be enthusiastic about the future
of the TATLER.
My very special thanks goes
to our editor, Cheryl Chavers,
who has not just produced a
publication, but has become an
exemplary model of the college
student-one who comes to the
campus a shy and modest work-
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er and develops into a spirited
communicator with her own
style of leadership.
In closing I would like to
thank the Board of Student
Publications for their support,
Dr. Mary T. Iittiejohn and her
office for the encouragement of
the past two and a half years,
Deans Jeff Mann and Carol
Anfin for their assistance, Mrs.
Ethel Craven without whom we
could not have operated, die
Department of Communications
and its chairman, Louis Rosso,
and for the support services and
unique understanding, and last,
and most important, my patient
students who have been longsuffering, supportive, willing to
try writing assignments, and just
thou ghtful.
Please consider me a continued supporter of the collegiate press, in all its forms. I
will always consider the student
press to be a part of the "real"
press, not just a laboratory.
Mary Evelyn Collins
Department of Communications
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Dear editor,
Hi! I'm a student at Sona
College, New RocheDe, New
York, and I'm trying to contact
a student at your school. Ms
name is Tom and we met during Spring Break down in
Florida. Although we said that
we'd keep in touch, we don't
have each others addresses because I had to break our cbte.
I realize that this is like looking for a needle in a haystack,
but could you please run the
following in your newspaper a
few times? I'm hoping that hell
see it and contact me.
Thanks
a
million!
Dear Tom from Tennessee, born
July 14,
We met at "Lory's Landing"
in Stuart, Florida on April 8,
Thursday -and-danced-the nigit.

away. My name is Barbara, from
New York City, and I have long
brown hair and brown eyes. I
was with my cousin and you
with your roommate, remember?
Vm sorry we never met at
Jensen Beach on Friday, but we
cfidnt have the car that day. I
want to keep in touch v . I know
it k a long-shot.. .if you see this,
could you write to me please?
Always,
Barbara Netti (of Sona
College)
Bronx, New York
10465
(212)828-5566 (after 7:30
pan.)

ADOPT ERA
Dear editor,
As a graduating senior preparing to enter my first full-time
job, it pains me to think of the
extra struggle I will have to go
through because I am a woman.
I am entering a field that is still
dominated by men, but one
which women are fast gaining
cm them-computer science.
However, I still may be "looked
over" or given a lower salary
than a male with equal qualifications. That is what the ERA
can help me with. The ERA
means, to me, equal pay for
equal work, and equal opportunity for work regardless of
sex. If employers and companies are going to interview and
hire women for "male" jobs,
then they should be fair and legitimate in their actions taken.
The ERA is about justice,
acceptance of the times, and
tights as well as choices. A
woman should have the right to
choose to be a business woman,
hoisewife, mother, construction
worker, athlete, or combination-and receive equal opportunity, respect, and salary. This
is not a guarantee of sameness
but one of equality.
(Continued .on page-5)
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Change job rejection letters
work. It didn't even say if I
was one of those who made deliberations extremely difficult.
The letter didnt do much
Those job rejection letters.
Previously, I had thought that more than give a person an
they would contain definite opportunity to write with comexplanations why you were not plicated, unclear grammar.
In addition, let's look at this
hired.
However, I didnt imagine letter. One part add, "After
that they were going to be as attempting to identify a rewordy and as fuii of manure as ferred location which would
accommodate your employment
all of mine have been.
Let's examine part of one preferences, I regret that we do
reply: "We interviewed a num- not presently 'anticipate a need
ber of impressive students, and compatible with your job interthis made our deliberations ex- ests."
tremely difficult. After thorough
Well, very impressive, huh?
review, we have decided to offer On the contrary. I thought thie
the position to another individ- letter was just fall of it.
This person could have acual."
This letter didn't offer much complished more by saying that
assistance in my search for there weren't any openings, and
By CORNELL POSTON
TJ contributing editor

then given a reason why.
I think job rejection letters
can serve a better purpose
than to give the writer an opportunity to use a lot of fancy
English.
Rejection letters should be
written to give definite reasons
why a person was not selected
for = job. Bus, these letters
should give suggestions aiding
the person in securing promising
job leads.
In Ihese terrible economic
times, jobs seem to lie about
as hard to find as a snowstorm
in August. Yet, I believe the
search could be made easier if
rejection notices contained information that would help people improve their chances.

wants to know...

Do you think WInthrop should
join the NCAA league?
By TAMMIE UTSEY
TJ photographer

•*Yes, I think we definitely
should because it will increase
spirit through student participation."
Rick DeYung
Freshman

Letters to the editor
Jn this case, one should realize that ERA has nothing to do
breaking up the family or
People tend to disagree with with
gay ri^bts, and everything to do
the ERA because they think it with unifying husband and wife
will bring on radical changes to and destroying .patriarchy and
our "good old USA." Every re- social injustice.
form movement, every new political group, every new religion,
R is really a shame that
is remembered for what its
radicals had to say. They are neither Phyllis Schlafly and her
the ones that everyone hears followers, nor the sufical femmo6t about and directs their inists, can see beyond their
attacks against. But, one will narrow views. For if we all
notice if they followed Ihese banded together, we could easissues that the laws passed and ily get rid of thin systematic
reforms accepted were the ones social injustice because of sex
that coincided with the inner and relieve both men and wommajority of the movement. en of the burdens and fears
Which, incidentally also coincides with what the majority society has imposed on themof the rest of the population ones which they, as well as the
rest of us, are forced to live with
agreed with also.
(Continued from page 4)
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"Yes, because it will bring
national recognition to our very
prestigious school."
Mike Green

Lynn Reichert
J, 0. Stanley

Sports staff

Office Hours: Tues

'I dont think so because the
ize of the school would increase greatly and one of the
sons I came here is because
WInthrop is a s&iall school."
William McDowell
Freshman
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4 pjm.-7p.in.

EDITORIAL POLICY: Opinions expressed in etftorials are those of the individual writers, and do not
•flyreflectthe views of the administration, faculty,or student body as a whole.

•Yes, because it will bring tallei
men to Winthrop College."
Leigh Greene
Junior

"I really dont think so because
where we are now we are doing
well so why move up and do
lousy?"
Terry O'Brien
Freshman
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Past SGA officers say goodbye to a productive
By MALINDA COOPER
TJ news reporter
Tommy Mattox, SGA president, and Charlie LeGrand,
SGA vice president, left office
on March 27 with many accomplishments to their credit.
"One of our main goals this

Art
exhibition

South Carolina Arts Commission Juried Exhibition will be
displayed through May 6 at the
Rutledge Art Galleries at Winthrop College. Gallery hours are
from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday and from 2
to 5 pjn. on Sunday. Hie exhibition is open to the public at
no charge.

Slide presentation
, Musicians and travelers Albert and Ruby Flacooe will
give a slide presentation highlighting their travels through
the Orient and Africa at Winthrop College Tuesday at 8 pjn.
The show will feature the
land and people of places such
as India, Japan, Sri Lanka,
Lenegal and Angola. TTie presentation, sponsored by the
Winthrop International Club,
will be held in Dinkins Auditorium on the Winthrop campus
at no charge.

past year was to bring back the
credibility of the SGA as the
voice of the student body. We
also put more emphasis on running the SGA by the book,"
Mattox said.
LeGrand said, "We did make
the Senate the voice of the students. To accomplish this we
debated and discussed issues that
upset tiie students such as housing, final exams, class officers,
and the academic calendar."
"I felt the SGA played a
very active role in Eagjemania.
They mailed things out and let
Dinkins know what the students
wanted. I also feel we laid a
good groundwork for next year's
SGA officers," Mattox said.
LeGrand also said that one
accomplishment of the Senate
was to get ODK, an honor fraternity, to petition for a charter.
LeGrand credits the good
work of the SGA to an administration with an open ear.
"President Vail seeks out students' opinions before decisions
are made. He feels the school is
ran for the students. The work
must be credited to a hardworking Senate. TTie Senate
took the job seriously and they
were excited about it," LeGrand said.
"Our good work can be
credited to administration and
SGA working together and not
isolating themselves from the
student," Mattox said.
One of the bills that faced
the Senate was changing the

year

calendar year for school breaks. was very good. We had some violations, but we always kept
Resolutions were passed about disagreements and we had dif- each other informed on what
housing policies. The American ferent views on the open dorm was going on.
Marketing Association and the
Campus Crusade for Christ were
chartered as student organizations.
"The bill concerning the class
officers being done away with
foiled in Senate, but it got more
people working than any other
bill that faced the Senate in the
past year. Class officers were
afraid they would be done away
with and this bill got them
active again," LeGrand said.
TTiis past year the Senate
wrote a resolution stating that
Macfeat should not be dosed
because it could not be replaced by books and videos.
This resolution passed the Senate, but it hasn't gone to the
board yet.
"I feel the new SGA officers are real good guys. Their
biggest problems will be getting
used to the paper work and
administrative work. They all
have some experience of what
kind of rat race the SGA can
be," Mattox said.

I**- ~~

"The main problem, which
the SGA faces every year, is
keeping the Senate involved.
Many students come in ready to
work and when they see the
work involved they get disenchanted," LeGrand said.
Mattox said, 'In the past
year the relationship between
the SGA and the administration
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Bennett pushes for senate-student involvement
and the senators to I
sive, information seeking people
because we are here to listen to
David Bennett, newly elect- the students," Bennett said.
The new senate proposed a
ed SGA vice president, wants
senators to aggressively seek out resolution last week to keep
their constituents next year so Mac feat nursery open. The SGA
students will have a better resolved that it maintain its
understanding of the purpose firm support for the valuable
teaching experience by supportof the SGA.
"I hope to get senators more ing the continuation of Macin tune with each other. I want feat. President Charles Vail has
the senators to aggressively seek signed the resolution and sent
out their constituents so stu- it back to the Senate. "Presidents and senators will know dent Vail depends on the SGA
one another. Senators need to to make the administration unbe known so students can dis- derstand how the students feel
cuss campus problems with about issues, 3uch as Macfeat,"
Bennett said.
them," Bennett said.
David Bennett and the SGA
Bennett hopes to start a
suggestion box or do a survey senate hope to inform students
of
the main functions of the
next year to find out what students' gripes are. "I want myself
By MALINDA COOPER
TJ news reporter

Consumer science
presents awards
The Consumer Science and
Allied Professions Department
celebrated their Honors Night
on April 13 in the Thurmond
Building.
The Deans Awards were presented to the following people
for outstanding achievement in
their respective area. Hie Food
and Nutrition award went to
Jeanette DeRosette. Linda A.
Williams received the -Family
and Child Development award.
The Home Economics Education award was awarded to
Harriette Belue. Debra Macmillan won the Distributive
Education award. Beth Knell
was the recipient of the Fashion Merchandising award and in
the Interior Design Department,
the Barbara Kirwan memorial
award were given to Jo Collier
and Alison Galloway.

TriSigma will
ascend balloons
Saturday at the Battle of the
Classes at 1 pjn., Tri-Sigma will
ascend balloons. Sigma is selling
balloon tags for 50 cents a tag.
The person whose balloon
travels the farthest will win a
large cooler donated by the Pepsi Cola Company. Ten dollars
will be awarded to the finder
of the tag that travels the greatest distance.
All proceeds will go to the
TH-Sigma philanthropy, the
Robbie Plage Memorial.

CINEMA
Held Over

Charles Branson in
Death Wish II
R

pix
Now Playing
Parasite

SGA. "The SGA is here to serve membership back up. There n*tts«d.
Ed Brunson, SGA president,
the student body. A lot of seems to fee a trend at the end
students do not understand of each semester for the senate was unable to give TJ an interthis and we want students to go membership to drop off," Ben- view at this time.
to their senators and let them
know what is going on," Bennett
said.
Senators have been meeting
with their constituents this
semester to discuss campus problems. Bennett wants to continue
this program and also expand
it.
ACROSS FROM RICHARDSON
"I hope to expand this semester's program into next year
HALL
by having senators introduce
FJemember
that special somethemselves to the students because students need to know
one with flowers
who, "•hat, when t. and where,
the senators are and their
duties," Bennett said.
221 Cherry Rd.
Phone: 328-6205
"I also hope to get senate

James Parrish's
Flowerland

Nada
If you're a senior and have the promise of a $10,000 career-oriented job, do you k'iow
what's stopping you from getting the American Express Card.'
You guessed it.
Nothing.
Because American Express believes in your future. But more than that. We believe
in you now. And we've proving it.
A $10,000 job promise. That's it. No strings. No gimmicks. And this offer is
even good for 12 months after you graduate.
But why should you get the American Express Card now?
Because the Card is.great for shopping.
Whether its a new suit for the job or a new stereo for home, the American
Express Card is welcomed at the finest stores all over the country. And even if you
need furniture for your place, you can do it with the Card.
Of course, it's also great for restaurants,
hotels, and travel. It also begins to establish
your credit history-for any really big things
you might need.
So call 800-528-8000 for a Special
Student Application or Ux>k for one at your
college bcx)kstore or on campus bulletin boards.
The American Express Card. Don't leave
school without it/"'

Look for a n application o n campus.

Students $2 with WCID
^ An>et»onfc*prr**G«mpam.

pearures
The Tatler is coming today!
By JOHN B. GANNON
TJ feature etfifcor
The 1981-82 Tatler arrives
today for Winthrop students, and
copies may be picked up beginning tomorrow on the main
floor of Dinkins until May 7,
11 to 4 p.m, Monday-Friday.
This year* cover features a
black-pen design oh a garnet and,
gold background. Acceding to
nh.rvi rChaveis,
i W r * this
this year's
vMr's pdi.
Cheryl
editor, color is the big tiling in

the Tatier because there's more
of it than ever before.
There are over thirty pages of
pictures this year, twice as
many as last year, and the
yearbook itself is some forty
pages larger as a whole over
the previous issue.
This year*
theme
of
"Through the Eyes of the
"came, almost as a result
Drai
^f^S?n8'
®e tneme
th
f ™
plcting student hfe included.
All the sections have more

photos, also. "About 1600 students had their pictures taken
this year," said Chavers, a 60%
increase over the numbeT of
dass photos for last year. There
are more photos of college life,
activities, sports, and features;
but due to some technical
problems the number of organization shots fell short of expectations.
m e most significant addition
to the Tatler is the amount of
wording in the pages. "Miss
Collins (the Tatler's faculty

advisor) came up with a lot of
it," she said.
Cheryl, the 86th consecutive
female editor of Che Tatler, is
handing the controlling reins
over to Karen Wyer, this year's
business manager for the Tatier.
Sho hopes the best for her
successor next year, but leaves
one bit of advice: "Be better
organized next year. Have yourself ready to go the day you get
back here."
Chavers gives special thanks
and credit to all those individ-

uals without whom the Tatler
never would liave reached completion. They all worked dilil^ntiy on their sections, choosing photos to be used and
laying out the pages the best
way possible; the photographers
did especially well, furnishing
perhaps thousands of photos of
which only a fraction will see
print,
"Being the editor has been
an experience," Chavers concludes, "one that I will never
forget."

New orientation program to be used

nAXIIIMS•% n / l m n n w
H A A i f l / i n A A V*fl11
rlnnl nrtfh
fkrt nAA/?D n f nOTU i
test, he will be encouraged to With the new orientation pro- academic advisors, residence hall deal with the needs of new stutake Math 100, a course that gram lines would be avoided staff, and orientation staff to dents."
will provide necessary funda- and more individualized attention could be given to students
Wlnthrop's orientation pro- mental math skills.
and they would be able to be
gram is undergoing changes
Students attencfing the sum- well-advised.
from previous years and will
Dean An fin also mentioned
now involve three separate ses- mer sessions will be housed in
Monday
sions of orientation activities. Wofford Residence Hall and will that when students attend a
Two of these sessions will be be able to eat meals in the cafe- summer session, they can receive
Lunch- Com Dogs
held during the summer months, teria. These students will be their bill for fees eariy in the
Chicken Pot Pie
June 17-18 and July 29-30. charged a fee of $15 for summer and payment will not
Suiner- Sliced Roast Pork with Spiced Apples
The third session will be held orientation. Students attending be due until eariy in September.
Abo in the new orientation
Shrimp Creole
just prior to the beginning of the August session of orientaSalisbury Steaks in Brown Sauce
the fall semester, August 25-26. tion will not be charged a fee program is induded a program
because they will be living in for parents. During the summer
sessions,
parents
will
be
able
their
residence
hall
for
the
full
Tuesday
The first two sessions are
expected to serve 350 students semester. All three sessions of to attend and stay for the
entire
2-day
program.
Parents
orientation
will
conclude
with
Lunch- Hot Roast Beef Sandwich with Gravy
each. During this time, the stuwill be housed in Bancroft and
Summer Squash and Sausage Casserole
dents will be able to complete academic registration.
they will have the opportunity
• Fried Ocean Perch
car registration, meal plan signto
meet
with
the
deans
of
the
Chinese Pepper Steak
Dean of Students Carol An fin
up, ID photographs, and a new
Old Fashioned Chicken and Dumplings
addition to this year's program, gave some of the reasons why a schools, take a. tour of the
campus,
and
have
any
quesnew
(mentation
program
was
a mathematics placement test.
Wednesday
The necessity for this place- initiated. She mentioned that tions which they may have anment became appcrent when a previously there had been one swered.
Dean
Anfin
said,
'In
the
program
for
900
to
1000
freshLunchTacos
number of the students in Math
Beef and Noodle Casserole
101 tailed a test on material men. She said that in such large past we had one orientation
Dinner- Sliced Breast of Turkey and Dressing
that is tau^it in an Algebra I numbers, it was hard to wel- program that tried to meet the
needs
of
all
new
students
in
a
Grilled liver and Onions
class. All freshmen will take the come so many students and
Spinach Quiche
test during orientation and upon make them feel comfortable in two-day program. In addition
learning the results, will be able a new setting. She added that to student invdvement in orientation
we
al?o
had
to
deal
with
Thursday
to determine whether they have such large groups of students
the necessary background for made it difficult for freshmen returning students ?t the same
Lunch- Stacked Ham Sandwich on Pita i?read
Math 101. If a student fails the to get a good dass schedule. time. This made it difficult for
Chicken Chow Mein over Chinese 1 'oodles
Dinner- Country-Style Steak
Grilled Salmon Croquette
Baked Stuffed Cabbage

By LEANNE SKIPPER
TJ feature reporter

What's Cooking

Winthrop student was too perfect
By LENDY BLAKELY
Special to TJ
They won first place in 1977
for their dogging talents as The
Grandfather Mountain Cloggers,
but in 1978 the defending champions were runners-up because
they were "too perfect."
Amanda Foster, an English
major at Winthrop, dogged professionally for four years with
groups such as the Watauga
County Cloggers, The Grandfather Mountain Sweethearts,
The
Grandfather Mountain
Cloggers, and The Good Time
doggers. Amanda became interested in dog dandng because
it's very popular in Boone,
N.C., where she lived for seven
yeans. "I learned how to dog in
the sixth grade and got a chance
to perform for lodges, schools,
and craft shows," said Amanda.

"At that time, dogging was my
ticket to traveling. Now I clog
just for the fun of it."
Amanda has taught short
courses in -:Iogging at Winthrop
this year and hopes to get students interested in dogfgng
through her dasses. "Of course
dogging isnt a dance you see
people doing at parties, but
occasionally at bars a group of
people mil dog a little. It* a lot
of fun and the only reason
more people dont dog around
here is because of the lack of
interest. I hope to start a new
trend at Winthrop if I can get
some cooperation from students," Amanda said.
Ainanda explained that there
are two types of clogging. One
is called precision dandng. The
other is called buck dancing.
"In precision dandng the hands,
stay i<on tba^hipv- In. .buck

dandng there is a lot of arm
waving, twisting, and ydlingreally hoedown dandng!" exdaimed Amanda. Amanda also
explained that both precision
and buck dancing involve four
basic steps, the shuffle, buck,
one step, and three step. Usually
what the aucBence wants to see
are the steps which seem to be
difficult to execute.
Amanda's group, Hie Grandfather Mountain Cloggeis, entered the Natural Bridge State
Park National Clogging Competition in Slade, Kentucky in
1977 and won first place. "People came from everywhere to see
us because our routine consisted
of precision dandng and the
doggers in Kentucky usually did
buck dancing. I had the privilege
to work under the direction of
(Continued on.page 9)

Friday
Lunch- Bacon-Lettuce-Tomato Sandwich
Turkey Tetrazini
Dinner- Grilled Ham Steak
Veal Scalloplnl in Mushroom Sauce
Saturday
Lunch- Grilled Reuben Sandwich
Chicken a la King
Dinner - SPRING FLINC PICNIC IN PEABODY FIELD
HAMBURGERS AND HOT DOGS
Sunday
Lunch- Sliced Roast Beef au jus
Baked Flounder
Dinner- Spaghetti with Meatballs
Grater Tater Casserole
Epicure reserves the right to make last-minute changes in
its menu.
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This is WCRO' 640 on your AM dial
By ROBIN SHEALY
Special to TJ

the capacity of disc jockeys for
College Radio."
An educational station as WCRO.
WCRO broadcasts daily from
some students suspect? Yes and
The sweeping second hand no. The top 40 format complete 4:S0 pjn. to 1 a.m. From 4:30
of the dock glances over the with punk, funk, and rock and p.m. until 6:30 and from 11
number six. The time is exactly rdl may not be educational, pjn. to 1 a.m., the broadcast is
6:30 pjn. Flip to local, theme bat the experience the staff by automation. But from 6:30
music up, and mike open. A announcers get is.
to 11 pan., Monday through
mellow voice states that "You
Allen Tapp, Robin Shealy, Thursday, WCRO broadcasts are
ere tuned to 640 on your AM Freddie Knight, and Becky Rose live.
d.al. This is WCRO, Winthrop work one nigit a week each in
Allen Tapp is WCRO^ Monday night announcer who also
serves as news director for the
station. Tapp discussed his work
at WCRO. "Working as news
director entails many thing such
as getting news from all outlets
at Winthrop, the Public Affairs
Office, THE JOHNSONIAN, and
the news writing classes." Tapp
said.
Tapp may follow the top 40
on Monday nights, but he also
likes to add music of a jazz
nature.
"I like to play jazz and laidback music, but I'm not talking
Barry Manilow," Tapp laughed
and paused, then mentioned that
he admires the talents of jazz
artists, Michael Franks and Earl
Klugh.
Working on WCRO can sometimes be a less than tr^qcU
experience. "Sometimes you run
into problems such v dead <u.
every now and then Occfiiondly, youH set a 45 ecord on a
33 1/3 speed. I remember one
time I was ready t"> re if. the
news and I started
the
button that starts the new,
theme tape. Only th in <id I
realize that I had situied the
turntable instead. Plus, I didn't
have time to recue the record
after the news," Tapp said.
Nlgits like that are few and
far between for Tapp, who
knows that radio experience
now will help in his future.
"I believe I am getting good
experience, even though I dont
think that I want to be a D.J.
when I graduate. The technical
work I have done with radio
Robin Shealy, Aflen Tapp, Kid Freddie Knight (in back) prepare
will be good "for work in TV or
for another night on WCRO. (TJ photo by Tammie Utsey)
radio," Tapp said.

By BETH ALLEN
TJ feature reporter
Winthrop's Interior Design
dasses will be presenting the
Interior Design Exhibition in
Thurmond this week. The work

of the Interior Design students
will appear on the first floor of
Thurmond 83 well as on the
third floor. Pictures, painting,
floor covering and appliques are
but a few of the many works
which will be exhibited.

Dr. Harb'fe Textiles Gothing
and Interior Design 200 classes,
as well as Alan Huston and
Jimmy Williamson^ Interior Design, commercial interior design
and residentid interior design
classes, will partidpate in the
exhibition.

Winthrop student was too perfect
(Continued from page 8)
David Alexander, the man who
discovered precision dandng. We
just knew we were gonna win be
cause everyone raved over us
And we (fid! But the next year
when we were trying to recap
ture the title, we did every
thing exactly ri$it and lost
My dad sdd we had become too
professicmd!" Amanda exdaim
ed.

1978, The Grandfather Mountain doggers had practiced the
toe-and-wing, a dfficult step,
for three hours just so their
heads would turn the same degree! like solders, thdr shoes
had to be pdished to a spit
shine. The bows on the gills'
dresses had to be made and
then pinned on to the dresses
so they would look exactly
alike. The gids also had to wear
the same make-up so their complexions would be the same!
And to top thing- off. The
Grandfather Mountain doggers'

Amanda admitted that her
group had overdone it. Before
going to fee competition iu . biggestrivdft

Tapp% dream of the future
involves work in the theatre.
"I would like to work as a film
director in Hollywood. I want to
wear those pants that puff out
on the side and wear high
boots. I also want a chair with
my name on it and I want to yell
at actors,"Tapp said.
Quite an ordinary run-of-themill statement for a guy who
peppers his radio show with
"commercials" for Yiddish disco
and doses each nigit with a
song that beckons one to put
pajamas on.
"I close each show with a
favorite song of mine by Livingston Taylor. It's called 'TaEach nigit WCRO provides
top 40 music as well as each
D.J.k personal preference. Wednesday nights are no different
as WCRO offers its listeneis
yet another sound. Freddie
Knight, WCROfc station manager and Wednesday night personality, explained. "I play a
cross-section of Rhythm and
Blues and top 100."
As station manager, Knight
finds enjoyment in his varied
duties. "Basically, my job as station manager indudes overall
managerial duties of the stas
o n , " Ki^jht said. '1 work in
p-oduction ana Lc'p the pro5Am director program. I also
work to put announcers io the
pro yer spots, such as making
sun.' that they are performing
up to standards."

of the station. ' I feel I stick
with upbeat top 40 or pretty
ballad types such as songs by
Juice Newton," Rose said.
"Other announcers go back to
the d<fies."
Rose feds that she comes
into a one-to-one contact with
her listeners. "I would say that a
characteristic of my show is
that I flfce to approach thing
with a personal touch," Rose
said.
Rose explained that her own
personal preferences, as far as
music goes, run the gamut from
dassical and opera to punk
mude.
Ske iwnrauy all types
of mode, but my heart is in
country rock/soul or progressive i
Rose, who graduates in May,
sees her job on WCRO as it
pertains to her future. "My
future endeavors will be related to the music business. I
have contacts and leads in Nashville, Tenn. Ito interested in all
aspects of production: back-up
singing, commercials. My ultimate god is that of being a
single artist on a record label."

In addition to R<*e and the
three other weekly announcers,
Joe Anthony, Chris Metivier,
Maryanne Grobusky, Gene Taylor, and Roger Weaver act as substitutes. Buddy FSdds serves as
advisor to the student announcers and provides invaluable inKnight has definite plans for sight into the w&aS of radio.
the ftiture. "111 be working in
Monday through Thursday at
aucBo/video production; working the end of each five broadcast,
with live acts in a studio situa- a personal sign-off is offered by
tion." "Working on WCRO has the respective announcers. The
given me experience in working broadcast day is done for the
with operation of the board, D J . The preparation for the
timing, and engineering."
next weekfc show now begins.
To top off WCROfc week is
the live performance of Becky
Rose, program cirector and
WCRO% Thursday night D.J.
Rose follows the top 40 format

(E<fitor% nets: Robin Shealy
works Tuesday nights and is
WCROfc "Lady of the Evening".
She [days top 40, beach, and
R&B.)

"I gave my, students three
different project titles in which
to work from and bom that
they chose exactly what they
were going to do. They were a
floor covering a surface design
and an individual project in
which they could do whatever
they wanted," explained Interior
design teacher Alan Huston.
"On the sophomore levd,
itudents will be presenting commercial builtfing renovation
drawing and residential projections, all of which will be
shown in correct drawing form,"
Huston added.

Along with the project drawing, students will exhibit several variations of wearing designs, painting, appliques, embroidered bed spreadB, tough ted
rug, fabric designs and a renovation project of plans to turn
a stable Into a three-bedroom
house.
The Interior Design Exhibition win be relaxed and informal, and students as well as
visitors and faculty are invited
to browse through any time.
The hours of the exhibit are
8:30-5 every day this week,
room 300 Thurmond.

ship with precision dogging.
They were cdled The Daniel
Boone doggers. Daniel Boone
had mastered precision dancing
and buck dancing and whipped
the creators of precision dancing!
Amanda smiled as she said,
Nancy Thurmond will pre"My four years as a professional sent the keynote address, "Child
dogger invdved years of leam- Care Needs of Working Women
ing while having fun. I would in South Carolina," at a research
love to join another profession- symposium conducted by the
al team whenever I get the Schod of Consumer Science
chance. My .only wish now is to and Allied Professions at Winget Winthrop students interested throp College. The symposium,
dogging so we can have a to be held from 10 a j n . t o 4 : 3 0
i'oedown good time I" .,
cpjn. on April,30.in Room 204

Senator's wife to present address
Kinard at Winthrop, will address
several topics relevant to consumers.
Registration fear the symposium may be made by calling
2196. The cost of $10 will
indude proceeding of the symposium, lunch and a nutrition
. break. una \W-3JM" nm.:v

A
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A new sports editor Team to face Gamecocks
and state tournament
My name is Lennie Phil yaw, and I am the new sports
editor. One of the responsibilities of my new position is
to write an editorial for each edition of the newspaper. As I
sat down to write this week's editorial, I had trouble deciding what should be included in my first column. I sat for
tme hour, not including a break to watch Benny Hill,
without putting one word on paper. Many writers who
experience this problem simply relate how much problem
they had in writing their Ant article. But that is an old
and worn-out trick and does not belong in good journalism, so I decided not to do this.
Well, I guess we could talk about some of the goals
I've set for the sports page. One of the problems with a
weekly publication, such as THE JOHNSONIAN, is that all
of the stories found inside have a deadline and have to be
turned in almost one week before the paper comes out.
This creates the problem of many of the articles not being
up to date. For example, in a story about baseball the wonloss record of the team is gven as 6 and 0. But since the
time the article was turned in the team may have lost 4

Because no one likes to read old news I would like to
develop a more informal sports page that not only gives
the scores and statistics the reader would expect to find,
but also personal opinions and observations of the individuals directly involved in the matter portrayed in the
articles. By doing this I hope to create a more credible
and plausible sports section
rIn my editorials I hope to inform the reader of pertinent and interesting areas of sports cm and off campus.
In these ecfitcriais, I will be expressing personal opinions,
some of which may not be shared by many people. If such
a situation should arise, it is my hope that the reader with a
different point of view will use THE JOHNSONIAN as a
forum for expressing his or her ideas and impressions by
writing to the editor.
I think that being sports editor can be an interesting
and beneficial experience. In turn, I hope to present to the
reader a sports page that will be entertaining and informative. In this way both the reader and I will gain from
this publication.
Now how should someone close their first editorial?
I could ask how someone should close an editorial, but
that is something an ecHtor whose mind is lacking in creativity and wit would do. So I will not stoop to that.
Lennie Philyaw

By LENNIE PHILYAW
TJ sports ecfitor
There are two very important
events coming up for the Winthrop softball team. Fist there
is the game with the University
of South Carolina on April 27
at Winthrop and then the Eagles
enter the state playoffs on April
30.
"I fed real positive," said
head coach Elaine Mozingo. "We
just beat Fanris Marion and I
feel real good about it."
It is not known yet who
will be seated first or second in
the state tournament although
Winthrop will fill one of those
slots and Francis Marion the
other. TUB means these two
teams will meet in the second
round. Because there are only
five teams participating in the
state tournament the winner of
this game will advance to the

finds.
When Winthrop faces South
Carolina at the Winthrop complex on April 30, it will be the
first time the two teams have
met since the Eagles beat the
N.CA.A. powerhouse Gamecocks last year. "The girls are
really excited about it," said
Mozingo about the Carolina
game. "The last I heard they
were 24 and 3 so they're doing
well. They beat Francis Marion
8-0 and 4-1,"
When asked what kind of
preparations her team was making for their encounter with the
Gamecocks,
Mozingo said,
"Well do a lot of batting practice. They have an outstanding
defense so our hits have to be
solid. There will be no gfts from
Carolina."
The starting pitchers for the
Eagles will be Paige Nichols in
the first game and Darriyn Al-

exander in ihe second. "My
pitchers will have to be outstanding. In the past they
havent given up many hits,"
said Mozingo about her pitchers, "but Darriyn has been in a
slight slump."
Nichols has an E.R.A. of .05
and Alexander has a 1.48.
Offensively Mozingo said that
Melodye Witherspoon and Rhonda Cline will play an important
role in the game against the
Gamecocks and the State playoffs. "Melodye is our big homerun hitter. If there is a runner
on base, you can count on
Melodye," said Mozingo. "We
also need a lot. of hits from
Rhonda." Witherspoon has a .480
batting average and Cline is
hitting .353.
"We would like to see a lot
of people at the Carolina game,"
said Mozingo. "They're sort of
out for revenge since we beat
them last year."

NAIA tennis tournament
ends a disappointment
By DREW MARTIN
TJ sports reporter
After all six of Winthrop*
first round tournament matches,
none of the players of the
men's tennis team were out of
the competition.
As times
wore on Thursday, April 15,
and Friday, fee 16th, and the
NAIA tournament entered second round [day, the tables
turned on

Going into the second round
with all of their players gave
the Eages a psychological
boost, but one by one they
were put out of the competition
in the single elimination tournament.
In the tournament, held here
at Winthrop, the Eagles faced
some extremely tough competition. Said Coach Gerald Hendrick, "This is probably the

district. In the nation probably
as far as the (fistrict* concerned."
The Eagles' number one
singles man, John Newcomb,
lost to Scarpa of the College of
Charleston, 6-2, 6-3, after defeating Erskine's Rehart, 6-1,2-1
(default).
Ronnie Hoffman lost to the
eventual champion of number
(Continued an page 11)

Baseball

Apr. 26
Apr. 30May 2

Opponent

Hme

Wingate

3:00

District 6 Playoffs a'. Orangeburg

TBA

Softball
Apr. 27
Apr. 30May 1

South Carolina (DH)

3:00

SCAIAW State Tournament

TBA

Women's Tennis
Apr. 2224

State Tournament at Winthrop

' Coach Gerald Hendrick from Winthrop and Ron Romain of Lander watch one of the NAIA tennis
tournament matches. (TJ photo Tammte.Uts^y)
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Playoff chances look had for Eagles
%/
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By LENNIE PH1LYAW
TJ sports editor
At press time the Winthrop
Ea$e baseball team had 5
games remaining on their 1982
schedule and it looked as if
the Eagles would not be returning to the District 6 playoffe or the NAIA College World
Series.
As of Tuesday, April 20,
Winthrop had a pretty impressive 22-11 overall record but
their league mark was less inspiring at 8-8. During the week
of April 12-18 the Eagles
dropped 5 consecutive games,
three of which were important

District contests.
When asked about his team's
position and the prospect of
not going back to the playoffe
winthrop Coach Horace Turbeville said, "Even though we're
having a good season people
look for us to d^ what we did
far the past two years. Personally I feel we're having a good
season at 22-11."
A big game for Winthrop
was the USC-Aiken game towhich the Eagles lost a close 8-7
decision. Winthrop then dropped
the next four games to Newberry (94), Erskine (6-2), Coastal Carolina (8-4), and South
Carolina (5-0).

NAIA tennis tournament
then had singles. Both number
one and number three doubles
two singles, Romain of Lander, pairs were out of the competi6-1, 6-0, after receiving a bye in tion by the second round after
the first round.
Cox-Newcomb lost to'DowneyMike Kessler, after defeating Downey, 6 4 , 6-3, and Kesslerhis first opponent soundly ,6-1,. Garrard were defeated by Lan6-0, fou$it it out with Blaise der's Bouza-Guerke, 6-3,6-2.
of limestone, but lost it, 1-6,
The Eagles' number two
64, 7-5.
doubles however, matte it to the
In number four singles Ted semi-finals after a first round
Cox beat Miller of Erskine, bye and a second round 2-6,
6-2, 6-1 and lost in the second 6-3, 7-6 win. Hoffman-Rolph
round to Paul of Presbyterian, then lost to Veal-Gonzalez of
64,6-2.
Lander, 6-0,6-1.
In number five and six sinWith Winthrop completely
ges Christopher Rolph and out of the tournament by SatJohn Garrard lost to the urday, the last day of competiDowney brothers of Presbyter- tion, Lander went on to win all
ian, 6-1, 6-0 and 6-7, 6-2, six of the singles spots.
6 4 , respectively. In fiist round
Periodic rain during the last
play Ralph had defeated 6 2, finals matches sent spectators
6-3, his first man, and Garrard sprinting for cover every few
had beaten Erskine's Fee, 6-2, minutes.
In consolation, Coach Hen^ 6-0.
Asked to comment on his drick commented about the
' team's performance in this year's tournament, "It ran smoothly."
r NAIA tournament, Coach Hendrick remarked, "we will probably end up finishing seventh.
It was not a good tournament
for us. I was disappointed in
their performance. We're just
going to have to play a lot
better tennis."
Doubles play for the Eagles
yielded little more advancement
(Continued from page 10)

Chairpersons chosen
New chairpersons for fee
DSU Program Board have been
chosen for the 1982-83 year at
Winthrop.
The new chairpersons were
selected by fee DSU Policy
Board after applicants for the
positions were interviewed by
the Policy Board last month.
The Program Board consists
of fee chairpersons of the various committees represented by
the board, fee president and
vice president of DSU, the
Director of fee Student Center
and his graduate assistant, and
the Secretary Treasurer.
The committee chairpersons
for next year are Pam Baldwin
Dinldns Activities; Debbie Be:
nstt, Special Events; Drew Mar
tin, Tournament and Games
Drena So well, Rims; Dan Sey
mour, Concerts and Dance; and
Amanda Foster, Publicity.
The position of chairperson
for fee Short Course Committee
has not yet been filled. Anyone
interested to holdtog this position may contact fee Student
U&iOu office.

„jn„
t h e TJSTLAi
have caused' a mental break- vine. "During fee USC-Aiken
down. "Anytime you feel that a game one of our players hit a
game knockB you out of It, it line drive that would hav&
gets you down. So that is a real scored the winning run. But
possibility," said Coach Turbe- someone for Aiken made a good
play and snagged fee baH,"
said Turbeville awwt the las®.
There are three important factors in baseball," Turbeville
continued. "Ktting atfeeright
time, pitching, and defense."
Considering fee problems
which plagued fee baseball team
a 22-11 record is an accomplishment. "We had a number of
injuries at key times when we
had key <fistrict games," said
Turbeville. ' 1 cant remember
having so many people hurt at
this time of fee season, where
they cant play. TSiere is normally not a lot of injuries in
baseball."
Injuries to this year's team
included a bad knee and leg
bruise to Chris WGliams that put
'him out of action for almost 3
weeks. Stan Loyd has played in
wily 17 of fee 33 games because
of a knee operation. John Bums
was hit in fee eye and also
pulled a rotator cuff muscle.
"When you have to move
people around to fill in for
Injuries you get dscriented,"
said Turbeville. "Baseball is a
game of rhythm."
With five games left on fee
Eagles' schedule Winthrop was to
5th place in District 6. There
was a three-way tie for fourth
between Wofford (9-5), Newberry (9-5), and Francis Marion
(9-5). Mathematically Winthrop
could still go to the playoffs,
but fee three teams tied for
fourth would have to lose their
remaining 4 <fistrict games. The
Randy Gregory and Danny Poole have conference at the mound.
Eagles would also have to win
(TJ photo by Lynn Reiehert)
their remaining district games.

Coach Turbeville was asked if
losing the USC-Aiken game, durtog which time the Eages were
fighting for the fourth place
position 1n the district, could

<tee

Battle of Classes9 Spring Fling arrive Saturday
By JOHN B.GANNON
TJ feature editor
freezes,
weather and temperaand
whatever else
happen, Wlnthrop
students will celebrate
the school yearns last Saturday
with the annual Spring Fling
and lite brand-new Battle of the
According to Karen Werth of
DSL there were supposed to be
many activities for Spring Fling
the Saturday. Due to an unexbudjjet freeze, Spring
82 will not have the
at two previously
bands, Windstorm (the
Champion, will play), an
ride, a balloon ride,.
Spring Fling '82 T-shirts,
stuck now with one
nd a lot of beer," said
adding that there will
aTso be a lot of Spring Fling
cops available, also.
There will be a balloon assension: participants may buy a
ticket which, inscribed with his
name and box number, will be
attached to a helium-filled balloon. and released. The first person to find a balloon, wherever
St may land, will win $10 and
the ticket's owner win receive a
cooler furnished by Coca-Cola.
Spring FSng will follow
at the Classes out at the

Shack from 2-6 pan. Saturday.
"I think it's a great event, but
somebody above me doesn't
think so. Someone is thinking
of phasing Spring Fling out. Students deserve a chance to have
one last fling and say 'goodbye' to their friends."
But before they do that, the
classes will have the opportunity to meet each other in
head-to-head competition in the
brand-new Battle of the Classes.
Martie Curran of the Alumni
Office is very excited about this
adcHtion to Wlnthrop College.
"There was no activity to promote class spirit before Battle
of the Classes," she said. She
and Dr. Connie Lee "wanted
to come up with something
that was fun," and something
that would bring the Alumni
Association closer to the students. And so Battle of the
Classes was born.
Saturday's "Olympic-style"
competition between the four
classes will include: the ThreeLegged Race (4 boy-girl teams
from each dass), the Mile Run
(men^ and women's, 3 from
each class), Through-the-Hres (2
men and women each), Frisbee
Toss (1-3 each), Dizzy Bat (5
each), Obstacle Course (1 man
and 1 woman each). Chariot
Race (two "horses", 1 driver,
and 1 homemade chariot), Egg
Toss (1-3 teams of 2 each), and

the Tug-of-War (4 men and 4
women each, with the mud pit
as the prize for the losing
team!).
"The Obstacle Course and the
Tug-of-War are the most popular," said Curran. "We had no
trouble filling them up!"
Due to the hour limit, some
events will be held at the same
time.
At the beginning of, and

throughout, the tournament
members of Tri-Sigma will be releasing balloons sold for 50 cents
apiece.
A trophy will go to the winning class, and it will be showcased in Dinkins with the name
of that class inscribed on the
r
trophy.
"AD the classes are roaring
along," added Curran, "but
freshmen need to get in touch-

with A1 Josephs at 4443 if
they Ye interested in participating."
Battle of the Classes is from
1-2 p.m. at the area across
the lake from the Shack and is
immediately followed by Spring
Fling '82. Be sure to get out
and participate in the last big
event of the school year (aside
from graduation for you
seniors!).

High schools participate
By MARYANNE GROBUSKY
TJ news reporter
Students from sixty-five higi
schools in North and South
Carolina came together last week
as representatives from various
countries and debated world
issues and crises during UN
VI.
A tightly scheduled series of
meetings and debates kept the
two hundred participating students busy over the four-day
event which began last Wednesday.
According to Lois Barth,
secretary general of Model
UN, events were "running
smoothly without any problems."
Wednesday night began the

plenary

(General

Assembly)

from 8-10:30 pjn.The topic of

iie t-n/Iraq
discussion was th<
conflict.
Thursday, the high schools
separated into fourr committees
and met with two cfiplomats
from the United Nations in New
York and discussed proposed resolutions ^o be debated in the
upcoming General Assembly.
The committees were divided
into Legal, Political /Security,
Social/Humanitarian and Security.
The two diplomats that appeared and became available to
students during the information
sessions were Michael Stock ford,
associate officer in the executive office of the secretary general at the United Nations
Office in Newr York, and Nlkita

Smieozick, a member of the
Soviet Embassy.
The sessions ended with a
dance held at the Shack for all
of tile students.
On Friday, the committees
met again with the diplomats
and held a round table discussion that included advisors from
each high school.
The General Assembly was
also held, and all represented
countries came together and debated resolutions passed in the
committee discussions.
Saturday brought another
General Assembly and the initial
closing of Model UN.
Due to her hectic schedule,
Laura
Shimmel, coordinator
of this year's event, was unavailable for comment regarding
Model UNk success.

Rutledge
suffers vandalism
By TERHX SWAILS
TJ n e w reporter
Flooding caused by dogged
chains damaged the walls of the
Rutledge Building basement.
Security received a call from
Paul Marty la, an art professor,
on Saturday, April 17, according to Officer Fredrick McSwain.
Someone had dimbed on top
of Rutledge and forced a manikan head into the main water
Hrain line. They had to lift up a
cover to force the head into the
firmn pipe, McSwain said.
An overflow at water was
ought by the main box and
(greeted to the smaller drain
line. A beer bottle wrapped in
r»apw was found stuck in the
smaller drain, McSwain said.
The doggev' drains forced
water fawfr on top of the building. Water was forced under the
thin tries of Rutiedge and leaked
into the builfing.
'-"Whoever (fid this knew what
titey were doing," McSwain

said.
Persons involved had to climb
up a tree that overhang; the cat
walk connecting McLaurin and
Rutledge. Then they had to
dimb up a three to four foot
wall and onto the roof of Rutledge.
"We are still investigating.
We've checked with several professors, but so far we haven't
come up with anything."
Damage to the inside of Rutledge, mainly the walls in the
basement, has been estimated
around $500.
Physical Plant employees
were called in to undog the
drains, and custodial workers
were called to dean up the
water in Rutledge. It is expensive to the college to have off,
duty personnel come in like
that, Lt. Pat Kirkpatrick said.
"From the footprints there
could have been about three
people involved," McSwain said.
This inddent is the first
intentional flooding of buildings
on campus, Kirkpatrick said.

Positions
available
THE JOHNSONIAN has several positions available tor
at year. Students interested in sports, advertising, or
lotognphy, call Lynn R^ichert, 3791; Jeff Stanley, 4464;
TJ
W T h ^ ^ a f t e r 5 pihi

Students from various hi$i schools participate In Model UN VL (TJ photo).

WINTHROP
COLLEGE
students accept a challenge
Nationally-known firm will be interviewing Thursday for summer jobs. Good on the
job training, no experience necessary, just hard workine students.
Interviews Thursday, April 29 at the Howard Johnson motel Dogwood Room.
12 pjn., 3 p.m. and 7 pjn. Average $310 a week.

J

